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Connecting the dots in the zona incerta: A study
of neural assemblies and motifs
of inter-area coordination in mice

Fabrizio Londei,1,2,4 Giulia Arena,1,2,4 Lorenzo Ferrucci,1 Eleonora Russo,3 Francesco Ceccarelli,1,*

and Aldo Genovesio1,5,*
SUMMARY

The zona incerta (ZI), a subthalamic area connected to numerous brain regions, has raised clinical interest
because its stimulation alleviates the motor symptoms of Parkinson’s disease. To explore its coordinative
nature, we studied the assembly formation in a dataset of neural recordings in mice and quantified the de-
gree of functional coordination of ZI with other 24 brain areas. We found that the ZI is a highly integrative
area. The analysis in terms of ‘‘loop-like’’ motifs, directional assemblies composed of three neurons span-
ning two areas, has revealed reciprocal functional interactions with reentrant signals that, in most cases,
start and end with the activation of ZI units. In support of its proposed integrative role, we found that
almost one-third of the ZI’s neurons formed assemblies with more than half of the other recorded areas
and that loop-like assemblies may stand out as hyper-integrative motifs compared to other types of acti-
vation patterns.

INTRODUCTION

The most enigmatic and elusive of the subthalamic structures is the zona incerta (ZI), first identified by Forel as the area of the brain ‘‘of which

nothing certain can be said.’’1 Despite numerous efforts to shed light on the behavioral and cognitive aspects of this area’s processing, the

overall picture is still hazy. However, it is known that it establishes a wide range ofmostly GABAergic andmarginally glutamatergic anatomical

connections with the entire neuraxis,1,2 suggesting that its outputs may exert different effects on the targeted regions based on the neuro-

transmitters and neuropeptides released by its projections. Although its function is far from clear, it is thought that the ZI serves as an inte-

gration center for themultiple interoceptive and exteroceptivemultisensory stimuli it receives from various centers to promote andmodulate

a wide range of adaptive behaviors.1,3 Additionally, the promising results obtained by the deep brain stimulation (DBS) on the ZI for treating

motor symptoms associated with Parkinson’s disease4 have raised interest in this subthalamic structure and bolstered the research on it.

To shed light on the integrative role of the ZI, in this study we investigate its interaction patterns with a large network of simultaneously

recorded cortical and subcortical regions. Functional interaction can be inferred fromdata collectedwith differentmethods, such asmagnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) data5 or neurophysiological data6–9 which can be analyzed for coordinated activity through many computational

tools today available.10–12 Here we focus on the identification of cross-regional cell assemblies, groups of neurons recorded in different brain

regions which share a coordinated pattern of activation and might thus be the signature of inter-regional interaction.13,14

First introduced by Donald Hebb in 1949,15 cell assemblies form a functional unit of computation that might reflect internal processes,

encodememories, or respond to perceptual experiences. The transient and flexible coordination of the single units taking part in assemblies

expands the coding capacity of a network. Single units can, in fact, take part in multiple assemblies and thus encode different information at

different moments in time. Moreover, the extraction of information from the coordinated activity of a network also opens perspectives in the

field of brain-machine interfaces.16

Together with the computational advancements which make now possible the detection of cell assemblies with multiple methods,17

recording techniques have also made substantial progress in the recent years: while a decade ago recording more than a dozen neurons

simultaneously was an unsustainable challenge and relied mostly on the study of the cross-correlations between a small number of pairs

of neurons,18–23 today, especially thanks to cutting-edge tools such as the Neuropixels probes,24,25 we have access to large datasets of

brain-wide recordings covering hundreds or even thousands of neurons simultaneously. This offers a unique opportunity to investigate

inter-area coordination at an unprecedented range, enabling us to answer questions on a larger scale.9
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In this manuscript we will quantify the degree of coordination between brain areas by detecting cross-regional assemblies. In particular,

the lag between the activation of assembly units recorded in different brain regions will inform us about possible directions of information

flow. Additionally, by identifying assemblies of more than two neurons we can search for network motifs designed as a reoccurring pattern

of interaction. Motifs, stereotypical patterns of connectivity, have been described and computationally studied in multiple fields,26,27

including neuroscience.28–30 However, they have been extensively studied mainly in simple organisms, such as the Drosophila.31 As pointed

out by Alon,32 ‘‘Evolution seems to have converged on the samemotifs in different systems and different organisms, suggesting that they are

selected for again and again on the basis of their biological functions.’’ Recent studies have employed types of loop-like motifs as key for

investigating brain connectivity. This approach, using techniques like functional MRI (fMRI)33 and electroencephalogram (EEG),34 has been

found to hold potential for gaining a more comprehensive understanding of the connections between different brain regions. Here, we

address the study of motifs in the ZI at the single cell level by examining loop-like assemblies, specific motifs composed of sequential acti-

vation of three neurons, in which the first and last units of the chain belong to a same brain region while the middle unit belongs to a different

region. Loop-like assemblies could underpin loops of functional recurrent coordination between brain areas that might suggest the presence

of reentrant, or feedback, signals in the ZI. In addition to identifying loop-like assemblies, we also aim to gain a deeper understanding of the

integrative nature of the ZI by examining the inter-area coordination of single ZI neurons. Specifically, our goal is to determine whether ZI

functional coordination is widespread, covering a wide range of brain regions, or more selective, targeting a smaller number of areas.
RESULTS

Analysis of neural pairs

A total of 289 cells were recorded in the ZI across 2 mice and 4 sessions (as shown in Table S1), together with recordings of 24 external brain

areas (Figure S1). We selected and used for all analysis only neurons with more than 100 spikes, resulting in the removal of 2 neurons from the

caudoputamen (CP).

Figure 1A shows the ranking of the areas according to their probability of forming external assemblies with the ZI, regardless of whether

they are directional or not. Figure 1B, instead, shows the probability of occurrence of directional assemblies between the ZI and other regions,

divided by directionality. In the figure, the thickness of the edges linking the ZI with another area is proportional to the probability of detecting

‘‘from ZI’’ assemblies (centrifugal directionality of the edges) and ‘‘to ZI’’ assemblies (centripetal directionality). Thicker lines denote strong

functional coupling in a specific direction that could be interpreted as a strong functional and directional flow of information from/to the ZI.

We compared the number of assemblies ‘‘from ZI’’ with those ‘‘to ZI’’ to identify an eventual preference in the directionality of interaction.

To assess the statistical significance of the difference in the occurrence of the two assembly directionalities, we applied a binomial test (see

STAR methods).

We found several regions forming assemblies with ZI with a preferred directionality (Figures 1B; Table S2; Figure S2 shows for the same

analyses the fraction of synchronous assemblies). As shown by Table S2, the preference in directionality changed according to the target

region. For instance, the ‘‘from ZI’’ category prevailed with a statistically significant difference (p < 0.05) in the couples ZI/nucleus accumbens

(ACB), ZI/basolateral amygdala (BLA), ZI/ Ammon’s Horn 3 (CA3), ZI/CP, ZI/endopiriform nucleus (EP), ZI/lateral geniculate nucleus (LGd), ZI/

thalamus (TH), and ZI/ventral posteromedial nucleus of the thalamus (VPM), whereas the ‘‘to ZI’’ category prevailed with a statistically signif-

icant difference in the couples anterior cingulate area (ACA),midbrain reticular nucleus (MRN),medial septum (MS), red nucleus (RN), superior

colliculus motor-related (SCm), substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNr), and ZI. Finally, there was no statistically significant asymmetry in direc-

tionality in assemblies involving the ZI and Ammon’s Horn 1 (CA1), dentate gyrus (DG), globus pallidum external segment (GPe), midbrain

(MB), prelimbic area (PL), or anteromedial visual cortex (VISam).

Interestingly, some areas appear to rank similarly in the overall propensity to form assemblies with ZI but differentiate in the directionality

of such assemblies. For instance, in Figure 1A, MRN and VISam are ranked similarly, but in Figure 1B the edge thickness betweenMRN and ZI

is greater than that between VISam and ZI. This difference results from only the non-directional assemblies being included in the ranking plot.

While the probability of detecting directional assemblies is higher for theMRN/ZI pair, in the overall probability of detecting an assembly, the

paucity of directional assemblies between ZI and VISam is balanced by a large probability of finding synchronous assemblies (see Table S3 for

further details).

Additionally, Figure 1B also shows that the incertal functional coordination with the basal ganglia (BGs) is somewhat scarce, except for SNr

which was only slightly more functionally related to the ZI than GPe, CP, and ACB. On the contrary, a strong functional coordination of the ZI

with the MS and hippocampus was evident, since several hippocampal fields (the DG and CA1) and the MS occupy the first positions in the

ranking (Figure 1A). However, a statistically significant preference in directionality was only detectable in the relationship between the ZI and

MS but not in ZI/CA1 and ZI/DG (Table S2).

To assess the reliability of the obtained results, a circular shuffling procedure was repeated 10 times for each possible couple of areas

containing the ZI in each recording session (see STAR methods). The results obtained on each couple were then normalized with respect

to the number of possible pairs of elements on that set of neurons. On average, in the shuffled sets we obtain a probability to find assemblies

of 1.53 10�5, with amaximum value of 1.33 10�4. Note that we never identifiedmore than 2 assemblies in a single run of the algorithmon the

shuffled sets. As we expected, since the algorithm has been extensively tested,36 this finding confirms that it is highly unlikely that the assem-

blies identified by CADopti are the result of chance-related correlations.

To visually appreciate the coordination in activity of the cells composing the assemblies, we plotted the rasters of the activity of two

examples of assemblies, the first constituted by a leading incertal neuron followed by the activation of a trailing neuron located in the
2 iScience 27, 108761, January 19, 2024



Figure 1. Pair assemblies analysis reveals asymmetrical coordinative relationships

(A) Histogram on log scale showing the ranking of the areas according to their probability of forming pair assemblies with ZI, regardless of the type of assembly

(directional and non-directional).

(B) Directed graph representing the functional relationship established by the ZI with the areas simultaneously recorded by Steinmetz and colleagues.35 Each

node represents an area, while the thickness of the directed edges reflects the probability of finding assemblies in the two possible directions (to and from

the ZI). * indicates a significant asymmetry in the occurrence of assemblies to and from ZI (binomial test with hypothesized probability of 0.5). *p < 0.05;

**p < 0.01 ***p < 0.001. For the exact p-values, please refer to Table S2.

(C) Raster plots of two example external assemblies. Each dot indicates an action potential, light blue dots indicate all the spikes of the two neurons composing

the assembly, and red dots mark the spikes fired by the units during the assembly activation. The upper panel shows an assembly detected at a 30 ms temporal

resolution with a 60 ms lag between the activation of the ZI unit and the following LGd unit. The lower panel shows the activity of an assembly detected with a

20 ms temporal resolution and a lag of 80 ms between the activation of the SNr unit and the following ZI unit.
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LGd and the second constituted by the leading neuron belonging to the SNr and the trailing neuron to the ZI (Figure 1C). The upper panel

refers to an assembly characterized by a temporal structure in which the delay (Bin x Lag) between the activation of the two units was 2 3

0.03 s = 60 ms, while the lower panel refers to an assembly with a delay of 4 3 0.02 s = 80 ms.

To further characterize the interaction between the ZI and the other areas, we then plotted the distribution of the delay between the

reciprocal activations of the neurons of external pair assemblies (Figures S3–S5). Negative values indicate ‘‘to ZI’’ assemblies, positive values

indicate ‘‘from ZI’’ assemblies, and values equal to zero indicate synchronous assemblies. In the ZI/LGd, ZI/ACA, and ZI/secondarymotor area

(MOs) pairs, we observed a very specific profile of functional coordination, with a high probability of forming non-directional assemblies and,

at the same time, a high probability of finding a specific type of directional assembly, whether fromor to the ZI depending on the combination

of areas. In the case of ZI/VPM, ZI/CP, ZI/TH, and ZI/VISam, we could identify almost only synchronous assemblies, while the ZI/MS pair
iScience 27, 108761, January 19, 2024 3



Figure 2. Assembly analysis on single cells shows multiple degrees of integrative ability

Undirected graph representing functional interactions both between incertal neurons (blue dots) and between each incertal neuron and the entire external areas

(orange dots) for one example session (Session 4). The red arrow with dotted borders indicates an incertal neuron forming assemblies (edges) with one external

area only, while the green arrow with continuous borders shows an incertal neuron establishing assemblies with all external areas. Both indicated neurons also

form assemblies with other incertal cells.
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displays a unique profile of temporal structures of functional coordination, with a wide distribution around the 0 lag that remains itself the

most represented case. For ZI/GPe and ZI/MRN, the directional assemblies were the most represented, while the ZI/EP pair stands as the

only example of areas with almost only directional assemblies.

We also computed what we designed as the Int-Ext index, which measures how likely the ZI is to form assemblies internally compared to

how likely it is to form assemblies externally (for more information, please see STAR methods).

Figure S6 shows that ZI neurons have a higher probability of forming external than internal assemblies with only the hippocampus and

the MS.

Since CADopti works at a single-neuron level of resolution, we decided to pixelate the entire ZI into its constituent neurons in order to

investigate the coordination of individual incertal cells with other incertal cells and with entire external areas. In Figure 2, we present an

example session in which blue dots represent incertal neurons and orange dots represent external areas recorded in that particular session.

Interestingly, some neurons were characterized by a very high degree of coordination with multiple areas: for example, the cell indicated by

the green arrow (continuous borders) formed assemblies with all external regions and with internal incertal neurons. On the contrary, some

cells formed assemblies only with a few areas, or even in some cases with no external areas, by functionally interacting only internally with

other neurons of the ZI. For example, the cell indicated by the red arrow (dotted borders) formed assemblies with CP only.

Given our interest in the intrinsic patterns of coordination within ZI, we detected assemblies between incertal neurons, limiting our search

to assemblies constituted by two neurons, whichwe distinguished into ‘‘directional’’ and ‘‘non-directional’’ (synchronous) assemblies. Figure 3

shows the percentage of directional and non-directional assemblies in pairs identified within the ZI and between the ZI and other regions.

While in both cases the number of detected non-directional assemblies surpasses that of the directional ones, this discrepancy was substan-

tially higher in within-region assemblies. While intuitive, the tendency to an enhanced synchrony when selecting within-region assemblies is

not the only possible outcome of this analysis. In fact, in the MS, we found a prevalence of directional assemblies among the ones detected

within the region (Figure S7).

To evaluate the degree of global coordination of ZI with the rest of the brain, we next computed the proportion of incertal neurons forming

assemblies with themultiple recorded areas. As shown by Figure 4, approximately 29% of the incertal neurons formed assemblies with at least

half of the external regions recorded in each session, a number which varied, according to the session, between 6 and 13 regions. Interest-

ingly, approximately one-third of these neurons formed assemblies with all the external regions simultaneously recorded. On the other hand,

66% of the incertal neurons formed assemblies with less than half of the external regions. Of these, approximately 16% did not form assem-

blies external to the ZI. Lastly, about 5% of the incertal neurons formed neither internal nor external assemblies, although this percentage is

probably overestimated because these cells might still form assemblies with unrecorded incertal or external cells.

We need to point out that these proportions should be taken with caution because they depend on the areas studied and cannot be

generalized to other areas. It is certainly plausible that a neuron with high specificity when considered for its coordinative relationships

with the areas considered in this study might then be functionally coordinated more broadly with other areas not studied in this work.

Analysis of loop-like triplets

Given the broadness of the functional coordination of the ZI with the other recorded regions (Figure 2), we decided to characterize it further

and search for more complex patterns of coordination. Thus, we extended the search to triplets, assemblies composed of three neurons,

distributed between ZI and other areas. In particular, we restricted the analysis to what we defined ‘‘loop-like’’ triplets, that is, triplets spanning

two areas (A and B) with an A/B/A structure. It follows that two loop-like structures involving ZI are possible: ZI/X/ZI, where the first

(leading) and last active neurons of the assembly belong to the ZI and the middle unit belongs to another area, and X/ZI/X with only
4 iScience 27, 108761, January 19, 2024



Figure 3. Asymmetrical distribution of synchronous and asynchronous patterns between internal and external assemblies

Histogram showing the percentage of detected directional and non-directional assemblies either internal to the ZI or external between the ZI and other areas.

The results pool assemblies across all sessions, as described in the STAR methods section.
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the intermediate neuron belonging to the ZI. In both cases, the first and last neurons are different units of the same area, as shown in

Figures 5A and 5D.

As example of both types of triplets, in Figures 5B and 5E we reported all loop-like triplets detected in a session between ZI and VPM and

the ZI andMS, respectively. Units taking part in loop-like triplets are connected by directed edges, which specify the direction of the temporal

lag between the activation of the assembly units. In the graphs, marked in black are two examples of ZI/X/ZI triplet (Figure 5B) and X/

ZI/X triplet (Figure 5E). The loop-like structures formed by the ZI neurons reveal an organization with a few cells acting as hubs, with a higher

number of coordinative relationships compared to the other neurons. For example, in Figure 5E several assemblies are formed with the same

neuron 14a and none with the neuron 13a. On the contrary, the loop-like structures in theMS and VPM appear to involve most of the neurons

evenly.

In Figures 5C and 5F we show the raster plots of two examples of loop-like triplets, with the leading neuron respectively in the ZI or in the

external area.

The ranking plot in Figure 6A shows the probability of forming a loop-like triplet, regardless of its structure, between the ZI and the other

areas (except for the olfactory tubercle (OT), for which no pairs were detected with the ZI either). The probability of ZI to form loop-like triplets

was higher with the MS than with every other area, consistent with the probability of forming pair assemblies (Figure 1A). However, a high

probability of forming pairs was not always predictive of a high probability of forming loop-like triplets. For instance, ZI/VISam, ZI/SCm,

ZI/superior colliculus sensory-related (SCs), ZI/MOs, and ZI/ACA shared a relatively high probability of forming pairs but not loop-like triplets.

On the contrary, while the ZI/EP probability of forming pairs only ranked 16th in Figure 1A, the probability of forming loop-like triplets ranked

8th. A similar discrepancy is observed between the ZI and the GPe, which ranked 21st for the pairs and 10th for the loop-like triplets.

We then evaluated if one of the two types of loop-like structure was more frequent than the other and more frequent than what expected

by chance given the number of recorded units in the different regions. The histogram in Figure 6B shows that the detected types of loop-like

structures strongly deviate fromwhat wewould expect by chance. For example, in CA1 and themidbrain, as inmost of the cases, we observed

a significantly higher probability of finding ZI/X/ZI than X/ZI/X loop-like triplets. The ZI/MS couple represents an exception, displaying

the opposite pattern, with a significantly higher probability of forming the alternative type of loop-like triplets, indicating a prevalence of reen-

trant activity in the MS than in the ZI. For further details, see Tables S4 and S5.

Furthermore, we decided to extend the analysis of Figure 4 by jointly considering the coordination of single units with other regions

together with their membership to loop-like assemblies. We observed that neurons in loop-like triplets constituted nearly the entire popu-

lation (91%) of neurons forming pairs with at least half of the areas, and only 34% of those forming pairs with less than half of the areas (data not

shown). Thus, we wonder whether incertal neurons within loop-like triplets may be more coordinated with external regions even beyond the

area involved in the loop. Our results (Figure 7) support this intuition, showing that 55% of neurons in loop-like triplets coordinate to at least

half of external areas, while only 7% of neurons in non-loop-like triplets do so. For example, the ZI neuron taking part in the highlighted triplet

in Figure 5E were found to have connections with more than half of the 13 recorded areas while neuron 14b was found to have connections to

all the areas (not shown).

In an additional analysis, we evaluated whether these neurons are also highly coordinated within the ZI network and not only externally. On

average, we found that only 10% of the incertal neurons took part in an assembly with at least half of the other simultaneously recorded ZI neu-

rons. However, when examining ZI neurons in loop-like triplets, this percentage increased to 17%,while it dropped to 4% in neurons belonging

only to non-loop-like triplets. This suggests that ZI neurons in loop-like triplets are strongly coordinatedboth internally andwith external areas.
iScience 27, 108761, January 19, 2024 5



Figure 4. Percentage of cells forming assemblies with different proportion of areas

Percentageof incertal neurons formingnoassembly (orange)or formingat least oneassemblywith at least half (gray) or less thanhalf (blue) of theother simultaneously

recorded regions. The terms"ext" and"int" refer to the formationofassemblieswithexternal and internal areas, respectively. Incertal cells formingpairswith less than

half of the external areas recorded in the same session are referred to as "less than half ext." In turn, these divide between cells forming assemblies only with other

neuronsof ZI ("Only int.") and cells forming assemblies with at least an external region ("At least 1 ext."). Incertal cells formingpairs withmore thanhalf of the external

areas are referred to as "At least half ext." These divide into "All ext.", forming assemblies with at least one unit in each of all other regions, and "At least half ext./not

all", forming assemblies with at least half but not all the areas simultaneously recorded in the same session. Cells that do not form assemblies either internally or

externally are labeled as "No int. No ext.".
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DISCUSSION

Pair assemblies

In this study we analyzed the functional coordination of the ZI by quantifying the assemblies formed by its neurons with multiple brain regions

involved in motor, sensory, and emotional processing. Our analysis revealed a mix of symmetrical and asymmetrical functional relationships,

with specific key neurons being able to coordinate their activity withmultiple areas. Notwithstanding the function of such coordination cannot

be determined in our study, a possibility is that it reflects information transfer and integration processes. This interpretation is in line with the

conspicuous asymmetry of directionality of pairs involving the ZI and the external areas and, interestingly, mirrors the anatomical relationships

existing between them. For example, in the light of this interpretation, our results suggest a relationship based on a reciprocal albeit asym-

metrical flow of information between the ZI and the SCm,withmore ‘‘to ZI’’ than ‘‘fromZI’’ assemblies (Figure 1B). Previous studies have shown

that anatomical interconnections between these regions are a shared mammalian feature.37 Specifically, the stimulation of the SC activates

the ventral sector of the ZI38 and incertal GABAergic neurons have been shown to senddenseprojections to the SCm2with the overall effect of

incertal influence over SCm being predominantly inhibitory.37,39,40 It is important to note that here, as in the vast majority of the literature on

cell assemblies, assemblies were detected by the coordinated activation of simultaneously recorded units. The algorithm is however unable

to detect systematic inhibitory relations between neurons. This means that eventual inhibitory projections that would inhibit the activity of

target neurons are either missed or captured because of the rebound excitation of the inhibited units. It is possible that this is the case

for the ZI/SCm interaction which yields high and low probabilities of detecting, respectively, ‘‘to ZI’’ and ‘‘from ZI’’ assemblies, coherently

with the proposed excitatory effect of the SCm on the ZI and the inhibitory effect of the ZI on the SCm. This interpretation is also compatible

with the observation that ZI GABAergic neurons receive conspicuous projections from the SCm,2 since the activation of collicular cells would

produce the activation of target incertal cells, making a possible coordinative relationship between them detectable by the algorithm.

The coordination of the ZI with the MRN and RN exhibits a similar pattern of functional interaction: inhibitory incertal neurons have been

shown to target the RN and the MRN,2,41 but the back projections from the RN and MRN to the ZI42 have not yet been neurochemically char-

acterized to our knowledge. There is a possibility, albeit speculative, that the high proportion of ‘‘to ZI’’ assemblies may indicate a yet-unchar-

acterized excitatory effect of these areas over the ZI. Considering the BGs, we found a very loose functional coupling with ZI, specifically in the

CP, GPe, and the ACB, except for the SNr, which shows the highest probability of detecting assemblies among the BG, consistent with

anatomical findings showing the existence of afferent43 and efferent43,44 projections between ZI and SNr, which are also denser than inter-

connections between the ZI and the GP or CP.43 Examining the sensory-related areas, our study shows that the functional coupling between

the ZI and the VISam is stronger than the couplingwith the LGd and the SCs (Figure 1A). Interestingly, the high rank positioning of the VISam in

the probability to form assemblies (Figure 1A) was not associated with a sharp directionality (Figure 1B) but due to a high proportion of

synchronous assemblies that could be accounted for, for example, by the simultaneous activation of both areas due to a common input.

According to Power et al.,45 the ZI receives sparse afferents from the LGd, the primary thalamic relay nucleus for visual information,46 which
6 iScience 27, 108761, January 19, 2024



Figure 5. Examples of loop-like triplets possessing different structures

(A) Scheme showing one of the two possible structures of loop-like triplets, where the first and last active neurons belong to the ZI and the second one belongs to

another area X of those tested (ZI/X/ZI). The first and last units are always different neurons.

(B) Directed graph with all loop-like assembly triplets detected between incertal (orange dots) and VPM (blue dots) neurons recorded simultaneously in session 4.

The highlighted edges show an example of loop-like triplet with the same structure exemplified in (A).

(C) Raster plot showing an example of loop-like triplet spanning the ZI and the VPM, with the aforementioned structure; light blue dots correspond to all spikes

fired by the assembly units, and red dots correspond to spikes fired during the assembly activation.

(D) Scheme of the alternative loop-like structure, X/ZI/X.

(E) Directed graph with all loop-like triplets detected between incertal (orange dots) and MS (blue dots) neurons recorded simultaneously in session 1. The

highlighted edges show an example of loop-like triplet with the same structure exemplified in (D).

(F) Raster plot of a loop-like assembly with anMS/ZI/MS structure. To be noted, rasters do not display the assemblies highlighted for the graph representation.
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is consistent with the low probability of finding assemblies between the LGd and the ZI. More controversial is the magnitude of the incertal

anatomical connections with the VPM, with some studies reporting the absence or scarcity of incertal terminals in this nucleus38,47,48 and some

reporting robust labeling in the VPM following anterograde and retrograde tracer injections in the ZI.49,50 Our result argues in favor of a

functional interaction between these areas, showing a modest probability of forming assemblies between the ZI and the VPM.
iScience 27, 108761, January 19, 2024 7



Figure 6. Assembly analysis on loop-like triplets reveals functional signals mostly reentering the ZI

(A) Histogram showing the ranking of areas according to the probability of forming loop-like triplets with the ZI, regardless of the type. OT is not included since it

does not form pairs with the ZI and thus no triplets can be formed. The lower gray box reports the ranking of areas according to their probability of forming pair

assemblies with ZI as reported in Figure 1A for comparison with the upper ranking.

(B) Histogram comparing the observed percentage of loop-like triplets of ZI/X/ZI (right bar, dark blue) and X/ZI/X (right bar, orange) types with that expected

by chance (left bar, light blue with continuous borders and yellow with dotted borders). Areas forming with the ZI less than 10 loop-like assemblies in total are not

included. * indicates loop-like triplets with a significant difference in the probability of forming the two loop-like triplets (binomial test with different hypothesized

probabilities depending on the particular area considered). *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01 ***p < 0.001. For the exact p-values, please refer to Table S4.
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Regarding limbic areas, a very poor characterization is nowadays available regarding the relationship between the ZI and the hippocampus

or the medial septum: it is known that very few neurons result labeled after retrograde trace injections in the hippocampus51 and that the

medial ZI projects to the MS.52 Yet, no backward projections have been identified, and no overall effect of incertal inputs on those areas

has been defined to our knowledge. Nonetheless, our results reveal a remarkable coordination between the ZI and hippocampal and septal

areas, the meaning of which remains unclear.

Wenext sought to characterize the ability of the incertal neurons to formdirectional andnon-directional assemblies internally, and, for com-

parison, we ran the same analysis on theMS, which shows the highest degree of coordination with the ZI. We anticipated that non-directional
8 iScience 27, 108761, January 19, 2024



Figure 7. Only neurons forming loop-like triplets form assemblies with all the areas recorded simultaneously

The upper pie chart illustrates the percentage of cells that took part in at least one loop-like triplet (shown in blue) and those that took part in non-loop-like triplets

only (shown in gray). The lower pie charts represent the percentage of cells of the two categories (non-loop-like triplets on the left, and loop-like triplets on the

right) that formed assemblies with various proportions of external areas. These latter proportions are the same as those mentioned in Figure 4.
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internal assemblies would bemore common in each area since, within a region, we presume a higher redundancy in coding, and thus synchro-

nous firing, thanbetween two regions.However, it was surprising to see that, in contrast to theZI and tomost of theother areas, theMSshowed

a preference for internal assemblies with lag as opposed to the synchronous ones. This pattern of activity would correspond to the presence of

strong sequential activationswithinMS. This findinghighlights that different areas candisplay different stereotypical patternsof activity reflect-

ing different information-processing mechanisms.

Lastly, we characterized the degree of coordinative ability of each incertal neuron and found that 9% of these cells coordinate their activity

with at least one neuron of every other area simultaneously recorded. Albeit the possibility that such units may be phase-locked to an oscil-

lation shared among all the areas cannot be ruled out, in the light of the role of the ZI as an integrative node for themodulation of a rich range

of adaptive behaviors,1,3 it is tempting to hypothesize that the coordination of these incertal neurons to neurons belonging to different areas

may reflect an integrative process and a cross-regional exchange of information, and, thus, such neurons would represent the ones with the

highest integrative ability. However, future studies are warranted to further define themeaning of these brain-wide coordinative relationships

involving the ZI.

Loop-like assemblies

We searched for assembly structures representing a specific three-node motif or connected subgraph of three neurons distributed among

couples of areas, as explained by Figure 5A, which we labeled ‘‘loop-like triplets’’. Motifs can emerge from broader networks of anatomically

connected nodes when specific subsets of them become functionally engaged in a certain process.26,28 The loop-like assembly corresponds

to graph type number 2 of the list of graphs described by Milo et al.26 in their Figure 1B. Motifs have usually been investigated from both a

structural and a functional perspective, regardless of the neuroanatomical locations of the neurons composing the network. In this context,

themain novelty of our approach is the search formotifs across areas. Surprisingly, formost of the analyzed regions, we found an asymmetrical

probability of having the two types of loop-like triplets including the ZI. Notably, the CA1 of the hippocampus and the MS both stood out as

themost functionally linked areas to the ZI but displayed different loop-like types ofmotifs. The ZI/CA1 couple displayed the ZI/X/ZI loop-

like motif more often than expected by chance, while the ZI/MS couple favored the X/ZI/X loop-like structure instead. We observed that

even couples of areas that, at the assembly pair level, show no significant asymmetry in preferred directionality, at the loop-like level, can

display prominent differences in the probability of forming the two alternative structures, as for the ZI/CA1 couple. This finding suggests

that the directionality of the pairs and the asymmetries of the loop-likes structures are two independent features. Additionally, loop-like

assemblies can be found only between two functionally related areas, capable of forming at least assemblies of two neurons. However,

the presence of pair assemblies alone does not necessarily mean that loop-like triplets will be produced. This is because, even if two regions

are linked by pair assemblies of both directionalities, triplet assemblies will not emerge unless the pairs hinge on the same set of neurons and

activate in a coordinated fashion themselves. For instance, even though the RN and the ZI establish directional pairs of both directionalities

with a relatively high probability, the probability of forming loop-like triplets is still very low. On the contrary, the GPe, EP, and the ZI showed a

relatively low probability of forming pairs when compared to other couples of areas, but loop-like triplets occurred with a higher probability

than in other couples, suggesting that loop-like triplets may embody particular types of information-processing mechanisms outside of the

reciprocity of their interaction.
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Multiple network mechanisms might be at the origin of loop-like activation structure. As in the case of pairs, one possible source of co-

ordination across brain regions comes from the shared entrainment on a common oscillation.14 In the case of loop-like activation structures,

the first and last unit of the triplet could be active in two consecutive oscillation cycles, and the intermediate unit phase-locked on the same

oscillation but at a different phase.

Alternatively, region coordination could arise from excitatory drives (either direct or through disinhibition), and loop-like triplets could

represent a particular type of reentry of information, or recurrent activity, which, even in the absence ofmonosynaptic anatomical connectivity,

has been shown to characterize processes connected with the suppression of alternative plans or conflicting alternative patterns of activity,

binding sensory features, or support long term memory.53 Moreover, the observation that all the neurons coordinating their activity with all

the areas simultaneously recorded enter as members of a loop-like assembly raises the possibility that these specific types of three-neurons

assemblies may embody integration-oriented motifs of functional coordination. Further studies are needed to determine if the characteristic

higher coordination withmany brain areas of the neurons in loop-like structures is unique to the ZI or if it can be generalized also to neurons of

other brain regions, and, lastly, to assess if such coordination plays a facilitatory role in cross-regional communication.

Conclusions

In this study, our objective was to investigate through cell assembly detection the functional coordination of the ZI with multiple brain areas,

which we hypothesize to reflect a cross-regional flux of information. We provided evidence of a highly asymmetrical distribution of probability

of detecting pairs in the two directions, namely ‘‘from ZI’’ and ‘‘to ZI’’. Furthermore, we examined the presence of specific motifs of functional

interaction, such as loop-like triplets that suggest a flow of information originating and reentering either in the ZI or in one of the simulta-

neously recorded regions, with the former being the most common case among the regions considered in the present study. Additionally,

incertal neurons that coordinate their activity with all the areas simultaneously recorded, which we interpreted as the units with the highest

integrative power, appeared to be the most involved in the formation of loop-like triplets compared to other types of triplets. This could

indicate that the loop-like motif may embody a specific, integration-oriented pattern of functional interaction between areas. Future research

is needed to determine whether these neurons may contribute to orchestrating the dynamics of the network they are embedded in, similarly

to what has been shown for cortical ‘‘hub’’ neurons by recent studies which also highlighted the possibility that some pathological conditions

that drive the death of specific neurons may have an impact on the brain network’s dynamics and possibly behavioral implications.54,55

Limitations of the study

Given the heterogeneity in the afferent and efferent connections56 of the incertal neurons recorded in different sectors of the ZI, we should be

aware that a limited sampling of the region might result in a partial characterization of its functional interactions. Future studies may examine

this issue by systematically samplingmultiple sectors of the ZI and contrasting the functional interaction profiles of the cells recorded in these

sectors. On the same line, limiting our investigation to ipsilateral inter-area coordination might have biased our reconstruction. Including also

contralateral recordings could in future complete the picture of interactions between regions. Moreover, our analysis was limited to triplets

because the aim of the present work was to investigate the integrative nature of the ZI, and loop-like assembliesmay represent a peculiar and

appealing motif of functional interaction. In parallel, the computational cost of extending the analysis to higher-order assemblies was chal-

lenging for our computational resources. One of the aims for future studies will certainly be to extend the analyses to more areas and to

extend the maximum number of neurons that can participate in the same assembly. Lastly, despite the huge amount of data provided by

the dataset by Steinmetz et al.,35 some areas are still recorded in only one session, limiting the generalizability of results obtained from

data extracted by those single recordings.

A second type of limitation comes when interpreting the nature of the identified functional interactions.We should be aware that the pres-

ence of a functional relationship between two regions does not imply causality or a direct drive of one region to the other. The detection of an

assembly defined by the delayed activation of two units might in fact flag a variety of scenarios, including a direct (or indirect) excitatory drive

of the first unit on the second; an indirect drive of the first unit on the second through double inhibition; a common drive of a third region on

both units with different lags; and, finally, the phase locking of both units at different phases of a shared oscillation. While some of these

scenarios could be disentangled by further characterizing the activity of the neurons taking part in the assembly, for example, by testing

for oscillations and identifying the unit type, a conclusive answer on the nature of the detected interactionmight only come from experimental

manipulations. The proposed approach can thus provide hypothesis for future experimental investigations. Finally, it is important to highlight

that we analyzed the activity recorded in a task requiring the processing of a variety of signals, including visual signals, decision-related

information, motor commands, reward-related feedback, and potentially behavioral monitoring signals. The assemblies formed in our study

may be thus dependent on the exchange of these types of information. Future studies should address whether different tasks involving, for

example, different sensory modalities, may affect the specific pattern of the assemblies formed by ZI.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Software and algorithms

CADopti Russo and Durstewitz36

Oettl et al. 202013
https://github.com/DurstewitzLab/CADopti

MATLAB version R2022b and R2023a MathWorks https://it.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html

Adobe Illustrator Adobe https://www.adobe.com/it/products/illustrator.html

Other

Neurophysiological recordings Steinmetz et al.35 https://figshare.com/articles/steinmetz/9598406
RESOURCES AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests should be directed to the lead contact, Aldo Genovesio (aldo.genovesio@uniroma1.it).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

� This paper analyzes existing, publicly available data. These accession numbers for the datasets are listed in the key resources table.
� This paper does not report original code.

� Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Our analysis of the ZI was performed by tapping into a public dataset of neuronal recordings made available and described extensively by

Steinmetz et al.35 Briefly, the recordings were performed in the left hemisphere of 10mice, possessing heterogeneous genotypes: as reported

by Steinmetz et al.35 ‘‘Ai95; VGlut1-Cre(B6J.Cg-Gt(ROSA)26Sortm95.1(CAG�GCaMP6f)Hze/MwarJ crossed with B6; 129S-Slc17a7 tm1.1(cre)Hze/J),

TetO-G6s; Camk2a-tTa (B6; DBA-Tg(tetO-GCaMP6 s)2Niell/J crossed with B6.Cg-Tg(Camk2a-tTA)1Mmay/DboJ), Snap25-G6 s (B6.Cg-

Snap25 tm3.1Hze/J), VGlut1-Cre, and wild-type (C57Bl6/J)’’.

METHODS DETAILS

Recordings collectedby Steinmetz et al.35 were carried out simultaneously using 2 or 3 neuropixel probes (384 selectable recording sites each)

for each recording session. Although our focus was not on the correlation between assembly formation and behavior, and thus task aspects

were not considered in the present work, we will give a short description of the tasks used tomake clear which task variables canmodulate the

activity of the neurons forming the assemblies. The mice performed a two-alternative unforced choice task.57 Each trial started when the

mouse held the wheel for a short interval before the appearance of two visual stimuli (Gabor patch) with different contrasts to the right

and left screens. This task required the mice to select the stimulus with higher contrast (Go trials), by turning the wheel that resulted in sliding

the chosen stimulus from the peripheral screen to the screen placed in the center. If no stimulus was displayed (NoGo trials), no wheel rotation

was required. When the stimuli had the same contrast, the reward was delivered in half of the trials, irrespective of the mouse choice. When

only one stimulus was presented, the animal again had tomove it to the center of the screen via the wheel. In each recording session, themain

task was followed by a passive version of the same task where the same stimuli and trial events of the main task were replayed without

requiring any choice by the animal and without the reward delivery. Finally, flashed visual stimuli (white squares) placed in a grid of 10 3

36 positions were randomly presented on a black screen to map receptive fields.35

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data analysis

Incertal recordings were collected in four sessions and two mice, together with recordings in a total of 24 other areas, as graphically repre-

sented in Figure S1 and reported in Table S1, which represents regions sampled simultaneously in each session with the relative number of

neurons recorded.We selected only neurons with more than 100 spikes within the entire recording session, which resulted in 2 neurons of the
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caudoputamen (CP) being discarded. In total, we analyzed 3067 neurons recorded in all the areas together with the ZI. The labels used to

identify the single units reported in Figures 1C, 5B, 5C, 5E and 5F and in section "analysis of loop-like triplets" were arbitrarily defined for

this study.

Cell assembly detection

For each pair of areas (containing the ZI) or for selected single areas, specifically the ZI and the medial septum (MS), we have applied a cell

assembly detection algorithm. Among the many available,17 we chose to use CAD (Cell Assembly Detection), first developed by Russo and

Durstewitz in 201736 and further optimized in its most recent version CADopti,13 for its flexibility and ability to detect assemblies at any tem-

poral resolution and with any temporal activation pattern. We applied the algorithm to the whole recording, including all the tasks described

above. Assembly detection allows, in fact, to investigate neuronal coding without having to anchor the analysis on specific task events or

behavioral readout.58

CADopti is an unsupervised statistical approach that identifies cell assemblies by detecting reoccurringmulti-unit activity patterns in spike

trains of simultaneously recorded neurons. The algorithm tests if specific multi-unit activity patterns occur more often than what would be

expected by chance given the firing statistics of the composing units. The test accounts for non-stationarities, allowing for the investigation

of different temporal scales of coding separately. CADopti explores a user-selected range of temporal resolutions (bins sizes) and lags in

neuronal activity and returns both the optimal temporal resolution and activity pattern of each supra-chance assembly detected. In the pre-

sent study, we explored the following range of bins and respective maximum lags: BinSizes = [0.01, 0.015, 0.02, 0.025, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06,

0.08, 0.1] sec; MaxLags = [19, 12, 9, 7, 6, 4, 3, 2, 2, 1] bins. This choice allowed us to detect assemblies with a characteristic temporal precision

smaller than 100 ms and with a maximal lag of 200 ms between the consecutive activation of two neurons.

The term assembly has been used to refer to a variety of forms of correlation, ranging from perfect synchronizations on millisecond scales

to sequences of activations spanning tens or hundreds of milliseconds, depending on the brain area of reference and the cognitive process

underlying the firing activity.36 Since CADopti does not require the a priori choice of a particular neuronal correlation structure to detect but

rather extracts the optimal correlation structure from the data, it stands out as a suitable tool to analyze parallel spike trains generated by the

activity of neurons belonging to different brain areas in an unsupervised fashion. In fact, different areas might have different coordination

timings due both to different anatomical distances and intrinsic area-specific mechanisms of information processing.

This method consists of two main parts: a pairwise statistical test aiming to quantify the deviation of the joint spike distribution of two

neurons from the independence hypothesis, and an agglomerative algorithm that uses this statistical test iteratively to construct assemblies

with an arbitrary number of elements.

The goal is therefore to determine if the joint spike count distribution of neurons is significantly distant from that obtained under the null

hypothesis of independent processes. Thus, after having binned the parallel spike trains, for each pair of neurons the algorithm counts the

number of times the spike of one neuron is followed by a spike of the other after l bins. The value for l that maximizes the joint spike count is

then selected and tested. Statistical testing is performed parametrically, allowing for a quick computation, and corrected for eventual non-

stationarities in the time series. Subsequently, the recursive loop begins and the algorithm adds, when possible, a new neuron to the assembly

set formed in the previous step, each time considering this set as a new unit to be used in the pairwise test. The iterative algorithm stops when

no new neuron can be joined to a previously formed assembly set. This is repeated for all binning values (temporal resolutions) specified by

the user, which can be analyzed separately thanks to the non-stationarity corrected statistical test. For more information on the method, see

Russo and Durstewitz’s article.36

The results reported for assemblies containing only neurons from single areas were obtained by running the algorithm only on neurons

from that area, while those for assemblies containing both incertal neurons and neurons from another area were obtained by applying the

algorithm to the union of the two sets of neurons recorded in parallel.

Definitions

To study the coordination of the ZI with the other simultaneously recorded areas, both for high computational cost and ease of interpretation,

we focused on assemblies constituted by two and three neurons, which we will henceforth call pairs and triplets, respectively. Pairs can be

sorted into two main categories: the first is formed by cells with a precise 0-lag synchronization (non-directional or synchronous assemblies),

and the second is formed by cells with a sequential activation pattern with a delay in the coordinated spiking activity of the assembly units

(directional assemblies). When this latter type of assembly includes neurons from two different brain areas, the assembly marks patterns of

sequential activation between regions, where the activation of the first assembly neuron, the ‘‘leading’’ neuron, systematically anticipates the

activation of another unit (‘‘trailing’’ neuron) in a different region. Thus, to assess the presence of preferred interaction patterns between

regions, we studied the distribution of lags between cross-regional assembly neurons, as done by Oettl et al.13 Then, we identified loop-

like circuits including a fixed number of three neurons. As for the neural pairs, a loop-like chain of three neurons does not imply an underlying

monosynaptic connection between the neurons but highlights a functional coordination. We divided the loop-like triplets detected into two

categories: the first one refers to assemblies with a sequential chain of neuronal activation that goes from the ZI to a target area and again to

the ZI (ZI/X/ZI); the second one refers to assemblies detected when the first and last neurons of the chain are part of a given area, and the

central neuron is an incertal one (X/ZI/X). Because of this particular functional structure, loop-like assemblies might capture feedback or

recurrent interaction in the network. Loop-like triplets are always defined by a sequential activation of the units composing the chain. For com-

parison, we also identified triplets that were not loop-like (henceforth referred to as ‘‘non-loop-like triplets’’), such as thosewith same structure
14 iScience 27, 108761, January 19, 2024
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as the loop-like triplets but with synchronous activation of at least two units, and thosewith different neural chains (e.g., X/X/ZI, ZI/ZI/X)

that may or may not include neurons with synchronous activation.

Since a different number of neurons were recorded in each area, the number of assemblies identifiedwas evaluated considering the area’s

numerosity. Therefore, to compare the capacity of each of the recorded areas to form one of the categories of assemblies described above,

we computed the probability obtained by normalizing the number of assemblies returned as significant by the algorithm by the number of

possible pairs or triplets of that type that can be formed on that set of elements.

In formulae, let A and B be two areas and |A| and |B| their cardinality, i.e., the number of neurons belonging respectively to the first and

second areas, we can define the following quantities: the probability of forming an assembly pair between areas A and B as

Pext
pairsðA;BÞ ≝

Next
pairsðA;BÞ
jAj,jBj

where Next
pairsðA;BÞ is the number of pairs identified by the algorithm and consisting of one neuron of area A and one neuron of area B; the

probability of forming a pair within area A as

Pint
pairsðAÞ ≝

Nint
pairsðAÞ� jAj
2

�

whereNint
pairsðAÞ is the number of pairs internal to A and therefore consisting of two neurons both belonging to the same area, while

� jAj
2

�
is

the binomial coefficient that, in this case, identifies all possible pairs of elements belonging to a set of cardinality |A|; the probability of forming

a loop-like triplet without a specific structure as

Ploop� likeðA;BÞ ≝ 2,
Nloop� likeðA;BÞ

½jAj,jBj,ðjAj � 1Þ�+½jBj,jAj,ðjBj � 1Þ�
where Nloop�like(A, B) is the number of loop-like triplets with first and last neuron of the chain belonging to one of the two areas, while the

intermediate neuron belonging to the other; the probability of forming a loop-like triplet with fixed chain structure A / B / A as

PA/B/A
loop� likeðA;BÞ ≝ 2,

NA/B/A
loop� likeðA;BÞ

½jAj,jBj,ðjAj � 1Þ�
where NA/B/A

loop� likeðA;BÞ is the number of loop-like triplets with first and last neuron of the chain belonging to A and intermediate neuron

belonging to B.

Note that if an area was recorded in more than one session, the probabilities described above were computed by dividing the sum of the

assemblies identified in the different sessions by the sum of all the possible pairs or triplets of that type that can be formed on each of those

sessions.

Analyzing the ability of the ZI to form functional interactionwith other brain areas, wewere also interested in comparing this ability with that

of forming assemblies internally, i.e., consisting only of ZI neurons. To this end, we defined an index indicating how likely it is to form ‘‘external

assemblies’’, i.e., assemblies between the ZI and another area, as opposed to the intrinsic ability to form ‘‘internal assemblies’’, i.e., assemblies

between incertal neurons. Such an ‘‘Int-Ext index’’ is the quotient between the probability of forming external assemblies (Pext
pairs) and the sum

of this probability with the probability of forming internal assemblies (Pint
pairs). As a result, the value of the index varies in the range [0, 1]. A value

greater than 0.5 indicates that the probability of forming assemblies between the ZI and another area is greater than the probability of forming

assemblies between neurons in the ZI. In contrast, a value less than 0.5 indicates the opposite: it is more likely to form assemblies within the ZI

than between the ZI and another area. Finally, a value of exactly 0.5 indicates that the two probabilities are equivalent. In formulae, for each

area A recorded simultaneously with ZI, we have:

IInt�ExtðZI;AÞ ≝
Pext

pairsðZI;AÞ
Pext

pairsðZI;AÞ+Pint
pairsðZIÞ

Finally, triplets are detected by blocking the assembly agglomeration algorithm at size three. While higher order assemblies, like triplets,

by construction stem from significant pair-assemblies, it is not required by the algorithm that all possible pairs of units within an assembly form

also a significant assembly pair. In fact, depending on the statistical power, it could occur that two units significantly taking part in a higher-

order assembly are slightly below the significance threshold when tested at the pairwise level. This occurred in 46% of the detected loop-like

triplets (499/1085). When testing specifically whether the first and second neurons and the second and third neurons of the assembly activa-

tion sequence were significant also at the pairwise level, we found that this was the case for 70% of the detected loop-like triplets (741/1085).

Figure S8 shows the same analysis displayed in Figure 6 when restricted to this set of triplets. The results displayed in the two figures are highly

comparable. This suggests that the triplets for which either the first-second unit pair or the second-third unit pair was not significant, are not

different in nature from the rest of the loop-like triplets and, as expected, the absence of pairwise significance is to be attributed to a lack of

statistical power. To avoid reducing the sample size, all following analyses are performed including all loop-like triplets.
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Graph-based representation

We employed a graph-based representation to illustrate the coordinative relationships of the ZI, both internally and with other brain areas. A

first graph was generated to describe the coordination of the ZI with the other areas recorded simultaneously (Figure 1B). To compute this

oriented graph, we usedMATLAB’s function "digraph". A central node representing the ZI was surrounded by a group of nodes correspond-

ing the other areas in a circular arrangement. If a directional assembly was formed between ZI and another area, the two nodes were con-

nected by an edge. The edges were directional, and their thickness was proportional to the probability of forming an assembly with that

directionality.

We also generated a graph from an example session (Figure 2) to show the internal coordination of the ZI neurons with each other and with

the other neurons of the external areas. Each blue node of the graph represents a ZI neuron, while each orange node identifies an external

area recorded simultaneously with the ZI.We placed an edge between two ZI neurons if they belonged to the same assembly, or between one

ZI neuron and another area if at least one assembly was formed with neurons of that specific area. In this figure, to avoid adding unnecessary

complexity, we neglected the directionality of the edges and displayed ZI interregional coordination as a non-oriented graph. We used

MATLAB’s function ‘‘graph’’ to generate this latter graph, and for the spatial disposition of the nodes we imposed the use of the Force-

directed Placement algorithm,59 which simulates an attractive force between adjacent nodes and a repulsive force between distant ones.

Finally, another non-oriented graph but with the same circular arrangement as the one in Figure 1B was generated to represent the prob-

ability of forming synchronous assemblies between ZI and each of the other areas (Figure S2).
Circular shuffling

To validate the results obtained and compare the number of assemblies returned by the algorithmon the recorded data with the number that

would be obtained on shuffled data, we constructed surrogate datasets by bootstrapping the spike trains of the recorded neurons. Similar to

the approach used in previous studies,60,61 we shifted the complete activity of each neuron circularly over time. The amount of the shift was

determined randomly and independently for each neuron. Note that this procedure preserves the overall firing rate and the internal temporal

structure of each neuron, while destroying cross-correlation between neurons and thus randomizing co-activations. These surrogate datasets

were then analyzed with the CADopti algorithm for comparison with the recorded data. The circular shuffling procedure was repeated

10 times. The results obtained were averaged over the runs and normalized with respect to the number of possible pairs of elements on

the set of neurons considered.
Statistical tests

To assess the statistical significance of the asymmetries in the probability of detecting assemblies of two neurons with different directionality,

we performed a binomial test on the number of cell assemblies in one specific direction over the total number of directional assemblies. The

two possible directions were considered equiprobable; therefore, a probability of 0.5 was assigned under the null hypothesis.

Similarly, at the level of the loop-like triplets, we assessed the statistical significance of the directional asymmetry using a binomial test.

However, in this case the two possible chains of neuronal activation were not considered to be equiprobable as the number of recorded neu-

rons in the two regions affects the probability of the type of structure. For example, if only two neurons are recorded in the ZI and one neuron

in another area, the only loop-like assembly that can be detected is of the form ZI/X/ZI. This implies a dependence of the number of

possible loop-like triplets formed in the two chains of activation on the number of neurons recorded in the ZI and in the other areas. Thus,

under the null hypothesis, we have assigned to each type of loop-like triplet a probability equal to the number of possible triplets of that type

obtainable with that set of neurons, over the number of possible triplets in which one neuron belongs to one area and the other two to the

other area. In formulae, for two generic areas A and B:

PexpectedðA/B/AÞ =
jAj,jBj,ðjAj � 1Þ

½jAj,jBj,ðjAj � 1Þ�+½jBj,jAj,ðjBj � 1Þ� =
jAj � 1

jAj+jBj � 2

Because of an excessively low number of assemblies detected, some areas were not tested for a preference in forming specific assembly

type. Tests were performed only on areas with at least 10 directional assemblies, in the case of pairs, and at least 10 loop-like assemblies in the

case of the triplets. Using this threshold, 4 areas were excluded from the statistics on directional asymmetry at the pair level, while 11 areas

were excluded from the statistical testing of the asymmetry of the two possible structures of loop-like triplets.
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